The problem of processing shortest path queries in graphs arises in application areas such as intelligent transportation system (ITS), geographic information system (GIS), and robotics. In this paper, we present an efficient algorithmic solution for processing shortest path queries in undirected planar graphs with non-negative edge weights. Previous algorithms for this problem on planar graphs all have a tradeoff between the query time and the data structure space used by the solutions. The previously best known trade-off on an n-vertex planar graph G in the worst case is O(v/-r) time for a path length query and O(v/-r + L) time for reporting an actual shortest path, with a data structure of O(n2/x/~) space, where r is an integer parameter with 1 < r _< n and L is the number of edges on the output shortest path.
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Computing shortest paths in planar graphs is a fundamental problem with numerous applications (e.g., in intelligent transportation system (ITS), geographic information system (GIS), and robotics). Given an n-vertex undirected planar graph G with non-negative edge weights, we study the problem of processing shortest path queries between arbitrary pairs of vertices in G. A path sp(s,t) of G is the shortest between s and t if its length is the minimum among all paths connecting s and t in G [2; 8] . The length of sp(s,t) is denoted by spl(s, t). The goal is to achieve a data structure D and an efficient query algorithm A to support fast processing of queries on shortest paths (and their lengths) in G. Two key criteria are often considered: The query time and the space complexity of the data structure D. For some extreme cases, optimal algorithms are already known. For instance, to minimize the space bound, one can apply the optimal shortest-path algorithm of Klein et aL [24] to handle each query in G in an on-line fashion, in O(n) time and space.
One can also use O(n 2) time and space [12; 24] to compute and store the all-pairs shortest paths in D, such that each length (resp., path) query is answered in O(1) (resp., O(L)) time, where L is the number of edges on the output shortest path.
There are situations in which a much closer interplay of these two criteria needs to be contemplated. In the area of intelligent transportation system (ITS), for example, a centralized navigation system that captures the changing traffic conditions can be used to navigate vehicles, in order to minimize the travel time and energy consumption, regulate the traffic flow, and potentially decrease the number of traffic accidents [4; 20; 21; 22; 23; 29] . Such a system often uses a very large planar (or almost planar) digital map [4; 20; 22; 23] (e.g., the map for Los Angeles county has about 180,000 nodes [4] ), and may process a large number of (shortest) path queries concurrently. If a brute force method is used to answer each query (e.g., [24] ), it may incur unacceptable delay in the response time, thus causing vehicles to miss their turns. To achieve efficiency in query time, transportation information is normally loaded onto the main memory. (Experiments have shown that a database or disk based approach cannot meet the requirements of such real-time systems [20] .) But, if the all-pairs shortest paths are stored straightforwardly in the navigation system, then the quadratic space bound will make the system size unrealistic [4; 20; 22; 23] . Therefore, a trade-off approach is more desirable for such systems. Most known solutions in the ITS area are of a heuristic nature, and do not guarantee the optimality of the output paths or the algorithm efficiency [4; 20; 22; 23; 29] . The planar shortest path query problem also arises in many other applications, such as message routing in communication networks [13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 26] , maximum st-flow in planar networks, feasible flows between multiple sources and sinks, and bipartite perfect matching in planar graphs [9] . Consequently, extensive research has been done on this problem and quite a few results have been known [3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 29] . Several cases of the general problem have been studied, e.g., on outerplanar graphs [14; 15; 16] , cellular graphs [14] , cdecomposable graphs [17] , small treewidth graphs [7] , and interval graphs and circular-arc graphs [6] . For general planar networks, Frederickson [13] developed a routing scheme of O(pn) space (or an encoding of all-pairs shortest paths in O(n + p2) space) based on the hammock decomposition, where p is a parameter with 1 _< p _< O(n) (i.e., p is the minimum number of faces covering all vertices of an embedded G on the plane). Some dynamic versions of the problem have also been considered, e.g., on directed planar graphs [9] and planar graphs with positive and negative edge weights [24] . In the above approaches on planar graphs, either only special cases are considered, or the query time and data structure space depend on some graph-dependent parameters (e.g., p) which in the worst case axe O(n). To remedy this problem, Arikati et al. [3] gave an approach, based on the planar separator theorem [27] , to partition a general undirected planar graph into subgraphs of size O(r) each. Their solution uses 0(n2/~/7) space for the all-pairs shortest paths information and O(x/7) (resp., O(L + v~)) time for each length (resp., path) query, where r is a parameter with 1 < r < n. To find a shortest path between two query vertices s and t in G, a common strategy in most of the known algorithms is as follows. First, it determines a set F8 (resp., Ft) of vertices for s (resp., t), such that a shortest path sp(s,t) in G passes through a vertex so E F8 and a vertex to E Ft. We call Fs (resp., Ft) the frame of s (resp., t), and so and to the via pair of sp(s,t). Next IFtl) ) time. Below we sketch our divide-andconquer idea. For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we let G denote an embedding of the input undirected planar graph on the plane. We shall partition G appropriately into a set of re- gions using the separators of [27] . Let//8 and Ht each be a connected region of (the embedded) G, such that no edge of G belongs to both Hs and Hr. Let the frame F8 (resp., Fe) be the set of certain critical boundary vertices of H8 (resp., Ht), called the entry vertices of/-/8 (resp., Ht Figure 1 (b)), making it hard to distinguish G1 and G2 for the recursion. A useful observation is: If two crossing shortest paths in G start at the same vertex, then due to the planarity, it is always possible to "uncross" them such that the resulted shortest paths no longer cross each other (they can still "overlap" with each other at some places, but this does not matter). Unfortunately, tracing paths straightforwardly to uncross them can take O(n) time, which is too costly for answering a query. (iii) Since sp(s, t; si) is a concatenation of three shortest subpaths, it may have self-intersections (e.g., cycles of length zero and crossings between different subpaths); this, coupling with (ii), makes it hard to do the "divide" stage correctly.
To overcome these difficulties, we employ a number of interesting ideas. By using shortest paths based on three types of weights (to be defined later) and a set of rules for choosing the dividing paths, we are able to eliminate self-intersections and restrict the possible crossings of two candidate dividing paths to occur in a controllable manner. To detect possible crossings between two candidate dividing paths and uncross such crossings (if any), we introduce techniques for cross-checking (called vertex-to-path locating) and path-tracing.
These techniques, together with many useful insights, enable us to handle crossing paths and preserve correctly the dividing structure of our search scheme. The frame search is based on nontrivial data structures and an array of new observations. For example, to facilitate the selection of dividing paths, we define a partial order (a domination relation) among the entry vertices of H~ (resp., H~), and make use of global shortest paths as well as local shortest paths inside Hs (resp., H~). It is interesting that, after putting all these pieces together, while we may not find each row minimum of Ms~ correctly, our search always captures the global minimum of M~t efficiently. The correctness proof, based on an extensive case analysis, is considerably involved. In consequence, we achieve the following main results which improve the previously best ones.
• We present a data structure that uses O(n + p2/r + pv/-r) space (and O(n +p2/v/-r+pr3/4 ) time to build), and a query algorithm to answer each length (resp., path) query in O(v/-rlog r +c~(n)) (resp., an additional • We apply our frame' search to reduce the length query time in [51 by a factor of O(. 10.-k% ~--) for comDutin~
O(L))
• t a ~, log mg n-~ o rectilinear shortest paths avoiding polygonal obstacles on the plane.
Due to the space limit, we need to omit the proofs of the lemmas and many details of our algorithms.
PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a connected subgraph of (the given embedding) G. A hole of (the embedding of) H is a simply connected region of the plane surrounded by H in which a nonempty subgraph H' of G is embedded (no edge belongs to both H and H'). We say a vertex v E H is on the boundary B(H) 
FRAME SEARCH
Let Hs and H~ be two edge-disjoint connected subgraphs (regions) of G, containing vertices s and t respectively. Let Bs (resp., Bt) be the cyclic boundary of Hs (resp., H~) sepaxating s from t (resp., t from s). At this moment, we assume the embedding of H~ or H~ is not in a hole of the other.
(The in-hole case can be handled similarly with easy modifications.) To obtain spl(s, t) efficiently, we let frame ffs (or F~) be the set of all entry vertices on B8 (or B~). Note that if s or t is in F~ tJ F~, then it is easy to obtain spl(s, t) in O(IF~I+ IFt I) time from our preprocessing.
Henceforth, we assume that s and t both axe not in F8 U Ft. 
Key Ideas and Difficulties
tk e F~ n. (b) If none of t~, and td, satisfies (a), then t~, is chosen in two steps: (b.1) Choose a vertex ti,, EFt n which
Preprocessing
To do frame search for vertices s C //8 and t E Ht, the following information is pre-computed. Let 
LEMMA 4. For vertex s (resp., t) in H~ (resp., H~), there is a data structure of O(n~m~) (resp., O(ntmt)) space that determines the relative position of s (resp., t) and sp3Hs (b, c) (resp., sp3Ht (b, c)) in O(1) time, for any b, c E Fs (resp., F,).
Lemmas 3 and 4 can be used to determine the relative position of a E {s,t} and the subpaths of P(si,te) M IHB: for any dividing path P(si, te.). These lemmas can also be used to detect crossings between sp3(va, v) ( 
Initial Partitioning
The initial partitioning uses two dividing paths to divide the embedded plane into two regions, each containing at most half the F~ vertices. We begin with the observations of coverings and dominations.
Covering and Domination

LEMMA 5. For a connected subgraph H of G, a vertex v E H, an entry vertex bi of H, and k = 1, 2, if spk(v, bi) contains an entry vertex bj ~ bi of H (see Figure 2), then bi is dominated by bj for v under Wk.
Lemma 5 implies that for computing spl(s, t), all vertices in IEV(s) fq Fs can be ignored. The next two lemmas can be used to further speed up the search for spl(s, t). DEFINITION 
Let H be a connected subgraph of G, v be a non-entry vertex of H, a and g be two entry vertices of H on BH(a), and u be a vertex in (G -IHH(a) ) U BH(a). If sp(v, a) (or sp(a, v)) passes through two entry vertices b, c on BH(a) such that sp(b,e) lies inside IHH(a), with v and
g on opposite sides of sp(b,c) in IHH(a), then g is directly covered by sp(v, a) (or sp(a, v)) with respect to (WRT) v under Wk, k = 1, 2 (see Figure 3(a)). If sp(a, u) (or sp(u, a)) passes through two entry vertices b,c on Bg(a) such that sp(b,c) lies inside IHn(a) , with v and g on opposite sides of sp(b,c) in IHH(a), then g is indirectly covered by sp(a,u) (or sp(u, a)) WRT v under Wk (see Figure 3(b)). (In both cases, g may be on sp(b, c)).
LEMMA 6. Let v,u,a, and g be defined as in Definition 1. If g is directly covered by sp(v,a), then g is dominated by some entry vertex in DEV(v) M BH(a) for (v, u) under Wk,
k= 1,2.
LEMMA 7. Let v, u, a, and g be defined as in Definition 1. If g is indirectly covered by sp(a,u), then g is dominated by some entry vertex in DEV(v) N Bg(a) for (v, u) under Wk, k = 1, 2. Furthermore, let f be any entry vertex of B~l(a) on sp(a, u); then ] dominates all the indirectly covered vertices of DEV(v) whose indirect covering is caused by the subpath sp(a, y) of sp(a, ~,).
Selecting the Dividing Paths
Let sl be a vertex in DEV(s) f)Fs, and tl,, and tl, be the pre-gate and gate vertices of sl (see Subsection 3.1). We choose the dividing path P(sl, tl, ) as the path sp3H. (81, s) U 8p3(sl, tl-) U 8p3gt (tl,,, t), where each of the three W3 subpaths is from D(H~, Hi). The next two lemmas show that there is no self-crossing in P(sl, tl,) thus chosen.
LEMMA 8. Let 81, tl,, and tl,, be defined as above. Then 8p3(sl, tl, ) U 8p3Ht (tl,,, t) is a W2 global shortest path with no self-crossing, and sp3Itt (tl,, t) contains no other Ft vertex.
LEMMA 9. For a vertex si E F~ M DEV(s) and a vertex tj EFt, there is no crossing between 8p3H. (8i, s) and sp3(si, tj), and between 8p3g, (si, s) and 8p3Ht (tj, t). Furthermore, Sp3g,(Si,S) is also a W3 global shortest path between si and s.
P(Sl, tl, ) may cross Bs and Bt multiple times and in the process cut the cyclically ordered F, and Ft into multiple intervals (i.e., lists of vertices); some of such intervals are covered by sp3 (sl, tl,,) sp3(sl,tl,,) . We compute the length of sp (s, t; at, tl,,) and let it be the best s-to-t path length obtained so far. The procedure for computing spl (s, t; at, tl,,) , identifying the covered F~ vertices, (82, t2,,) kJ 8p3H, (t2-, t) Next, we let s2 be the median of all active Fs vertices along Bs cyclically from sl to sl, and find the gate vertex t2, of 82.
We can show that the subpath of P(s2, t2,) between s2 and t is a W2 global shortest path. Depending on the choice of t2,, we have two cases to consider: (A) tl, ¢ t2, and (B) tl, ----t2,.
For each case, we analyze the possible crossings between P(sl,tl,) and P (s2, t2,) .'The next lemma eliminates some possible crossings between these two dividing paths for case (A). LEMMA Figure   4 ). sp3(82, t2,, ) . In subcase (A.1), P(s2, t2,) further cuts the intervals of Fs and F~ (generated by P(sl, tl,)) into subintervals, and possibly covers some of them. After performing the cleaning step for P(s2,t2,), the embedded plane is partitioned into two separate regions R1 and R2, each associating with a subset of active vertices in F~ and a subset of Ft. The inactive F~ vertices are also divided into two subsets. These six subsets are denoted as F R1 , F~ 2, F R1 , F R2 , IF~' and IF~ 2. The following lemma shows that the two resulted regions can be searched independently. LEMMA 13. Let P(sl, tx, ) and P(s2, t2') be defined as above.
If tl, ~ t2, , then the sx-to-t subpath sp3(81, tl,, ) ~J 8p3Ht(tl,,,t) of P(sl,tl') does not cross the s2-to-t subpath spa(s2,t2,,) U sp3Ht(t2,,,t) of P(s2,t2,) (see
If P( sx , t l, ) does not cross P( s2, t2, ), then after performing the cleaning steps for the two dividing paths, either spl(s,t) is obtained or there is at least one active via pair in R1 or in R2.
In subcase (A.2), since P(sl,Q,) crosses P (s2,t2,) , we cannot partition the plane into two regions. But, the next lemma shows that we can safely remove at least half of the active Fs entry vertices.
LEMMA 14. Let P(sx,tl,) cross P(s2,t2,) at vertex d between sp3(s2,t2,,) and sp3g,(Sl,8). Let C be the region bounded by sp3gs (s2, S), sp3(s2, d), and the subpath sp3g~ (d, s) of 8p3H,(Sl,S), with t • C (see Figure 5). Then the active F8 vertices that either are covered by P(s2,t2,) or are inside region C can be removed after the cleaning step for P(82, t2,) (i.e., either spl(s,t) is obtained or one via pair remains active). Further, at least half of the active Fs vertices are removed in this way.
For case (B) (i.e., tl, = t2,), since sl and s2 have the same gate vertex tl,, P(sl, ta, ) and P (s2, t2,) share the same tx,-to-t subpath (thus no crossing between them on this subpath). We need not worry about sp3Hs (81,s) crossing 8p3(s2, 8) , as discussed in case (A). But, the two subpaths sp3(sl, tl,, ) Usp3Ht (tl,,, tl, ) and sp3(s2, tl, ), which axe taken from different shortest path trees GT3(sx), LTSt (Q,,), and GTa(s2), may cross each other. The crossings may even be sp2(a, b) Nsp2(u, v). If dl, d2,... , dk appear along sp2(a, b) in this order from a to b, then they appear along sp2 (u,v) in either the same order or the reverse order (see Figure  6 ). Further, if b = u, then these intersections appear in the reverse order.
Let dx, d2,... , dk be the crossings of sp3(tl,, sr)nsp3H~ (st, s), r ----1,2. If they appear along sp3 (tl,,sr) 8pl(s, t) is found or at least one active via pair is inside one such region. In this case, we need to determine which portion of F~ should be paired with tl, (i.e., problem (P1)). It is not hard to see that this problem is equivalent to determining the relative position of P(81, tl,) and P(s2, t2, ) (with tl, = t2,), which can be handled by Lemma 16.
LEMMA 16. Let P(81, tl,) and P(82, tl,) be defined as above. Then either the crossings between them can be detected or their relative position can be determined in O(IF~I) time by using D(Hs, Ht).
Let R1 be the region whose F~ x is paired with Q,. The search on R1 can be done by computing a shortest path among all paths 8p(s, t; s: , tl, ), 8j E F~ 1 and recording the length of the shortest one. After that, all vertices in F~ ~ can be marked as inactive.
We call case (B) and case (A.2) abnormal partitioning, and case (A.1) normal partitioTiing. For the abnormal partitioning, we repeatedly find a dividing path to partition the problem (and at the same time reduce the involved sub-list of F8 by half), until a normal partitioning is obtained.
LEMMA 17. Let P(sl,t1,),P(s2,t2,) 
Reeursive Partitioning
In this subsection, we show that each of the two regions generated by the initial partitioning can be searched recursively. At each recursion level, every region Ri is always bounded by two non-crossing dividing paths. We associate with each dividing path a level number, e.g., P(sl,tl,) at level 1, P(s2,t2,) at level 2, etc. P~ is also associated with a level number that is one plus that of the dividing path that generates Ri. Let Ri be a level i region, F~ i and F~ ~ be its active F~ and F~ vertices respectively, and IF~ ~ be its inactive Fs vertices. For a vertex 8k E F~ ~, let the level i shortest path (resp., forced shortest path) between sk (resp., s) and t for Ri be a W2 shortest path among paths 8p2(sk, tj)kJ sp2Ht (tj, t) (resp., Sp2Hs (S, 8k) 0 sp2(Sk, tj) LJ 8p2gt (tj, t)), for all tj E F~', denoted by sp~(sk,t) (resp., spi(s,t;sk)). (In general sp~(sk, t) can not be a global W2 shortest path for i > 2, and this complicates the partitioning situation.) Assume P(s~, t~,) (which is sp y (s, t; 8~) ----8p3H, (8, 8~) If there is no crossing or the first crossing is at sp3H~ (s~, s), Sp3g, ( Sd, S), or sp3( s~, t~,, )USp3Ht (t~,, , t~, ) , then the problem can be handled like case (B). So we only need to consider the situation when the first crossing occurs at Sp3Ht (td,, t). [2] . The partitioning of F~' and F R' 
QUERIES IN PLANAR GRAPHS
To use frame search to process shortest path queries on G, we first divide G into a set of edge-disjoint connected subgraphs. Each subgraph H has at most r vertices and at most v~ entry vertices, where r is a parameter, 1 < r < n. Each vertex v of G appears in O(1) subgraphs. By using a method similar to the suitable r-division [12] , our division of G can A division tree Tc is built for the division of G. Each node v of Tc represents a subgraph Hv of G generated in the process of building the division. The children of v in Tc include the nodes whose corresponding subgraphs axe either subgraphs of Hv or are in a hole of Hr. We can decide in O(1) time whether a subgraph Hi is contained in a hole of another subgraph Hj (by the lowest common ancestor queries [28] on TG). To answer queries between different level-1 subgraphs of the division, say Hi and Hi, we preprocess a data structure D(Hi,Hj) for each pair of level-1 subgraphs. In order to extract actual shortest paths, for each entry vertex v of a level-1 subgraph H, a contracted global shortest path tree only containing the entry vertices of G as its nodes, and a contracted local shortest path tree only containing the vertices of H as its nodes are maintained for v. To efficiently answer queries on two vertices inside a level-1 subgraph, we do another division (called level-2 division) for each level-1 subgraph H using a parameter r2 < r. A similar preprocessing is done for queries between distinct level-2 subgraphs. For queries inside a level-2 subgraph, we maintain the all-pairs shortest paths information for each level-2 subgraph. We then do the preprocessing on G t. Each hammock can be preprocessed by the technique in [15] . Each query between two different hammocks of G can be answered by performing O(1) queries on G' among the attachment vertices of the two hammocks. The query between two vertices in the same hammock H involves computing a shortest path going outside H and the one staying inside H. 
